Quickly & securely transfer your DICOM® studies & medical images from remote locations

DICOM® is the registered trademark of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association for its standards publications relating to digital communications of medical information.

DICOM® Standard: https://www.dicomstandard.org/

www.dicomtechnology.com
Quickly & securely transfer your DICOM® studies & medical images from remote locations

Transfer From Centers & Coaches

**Imaging Center**
Send studies to Hospitals or Diagnostic Centers and get the report back

**Mobile Units**
Send studies to Hospitals or Diagnostic Centers using 3M/4G connection

AccessBox Advantages

- Virtual Private Network (VPN) **NOT** required
- Two or more AccessBoxes can communicate with each other sending studies via a SFTP client/server.
- Data transfers are highly secure using SSL certificate and AES encryption
- Images are greatly compressed to speed up the transfer, without incurring any quality loss.
- Rules enable the routing of studies via simple DICOM STORE commands.
- Mobile Imaging Coaches can utilize 3G/4G wireless connection
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